Here and below we denote by N (H) the number of eigenvalues of a selfadjoint operator H in the interval (?1; ), setting this to be 1 if there are points of the essential spectrum below ; V + stands for the positive part of V . Introducing the coupling constant, i.e. replacing the potential V by qV , we get on the right-hand side of (1) the factor q d 2 , and this is exactly the asymptotic order that the left-hand side has as q ! 1. Besides, the asymptotic coe cient is just c(d) + dx. In other words, the quantity N 0 (H(qV )) is estimated by its own asymptotics (within the value of the constant factor in the estimate).
Evidently, (1) implies the same inequality for N ? (H(V )) with any > 0. The estimate (1) holds only for d 3. In the two-dimensional case it fails, and one has to change the right-hand side, in order to save the semiclassical order d 2 = 1. Moreover, the estimates for N ? (H(V )) with = 0 and > 0 look quite di erent.
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Let f be a function in L r;loc (R 2 ) for some r > 1. For an arbitrary n = fn 1 ; n 2 g 2 Z 2 denote Q n = (n 1 ; n 1 + 1) (n 2 ; n 2 + 1) and put (2) This result, which also has correct order in the coupling constant, was obtained in BBor] . Much later, this estimate was improved in Sol] , where the L r -norms in (2) were replaced by the norm in the Orlicz space L log(1 + L).
In the same paper Sol], estimates for N 0 (H(V )) were obtained. The main di erence with the case > 0 is that for d = 2 the contribution of the subspace of radially symmetric functions has to be considered separately. As a result, N 0 (H(V )) is estimated by the sum of two independent terms of a di erent nature, and neither of them may be removed. In BL] the same idea was used for the study of the asymptotic behavior of N 0 (H(qV )) as q ! 1.
Let us now pass to the Schr odinger operator with magnetic eld
where a j = a j (x) 2 L 2;loc (R d ) are components of the magnetic potential a. For H a (V ) the inequality (1) (the magnetic CLR-estimate) also holds. A proof was outlined in S1]. Another proof was given later in MRoz]. Both approaches do not apply to d = 2. An attempt to handle the case d = 2 was made in Ra2]. However, the estimate obtained there involves rather restrictive conditions on the magnetic potential a and the constant in the estimate depends on a.
In RozSol], by establishing an abstract version of Lieb's approach to the proof of (1), its analog was obtained for N 0 (A ? V ), where A is a positive selfadjoint operator in a rather wide class. In particular, this gave one more proof of the magnetic CLR-estimate for d 3. In this note we show that the approach of RozSol] allows one to treat the two-dimensional case as well. More exactly, in Sec.1 { 4 we obtain an analog of the Birman { Borzov estimate (2), with a constant not depending on the magnetic potential. Basing on this, we justify in Sec.5 the Weyl type asymptotics for N ? (H a (qV )) as q ! 1. Combining this result with a statement of a rather general nature, established in B2], we also study the discrete spectrum in the gaps for perturbations of the operator H a (V ). Thus, we extend to the two-dimensional case the results of Ra1] and BRa]. This, in particular, removes excessive restrictions on the magnetic potential set in Ra2].
In the nal Sec.6 we consider the much more subtle question on estimates and asymptotics for N 0 (H a (V )). First we obtain an estimate for N 0 (H a (V )+h(x)jxj ?2 ) with a slowly varying positive function h, i.e. with a regularizing term. For constant function h this extends to our case a result of BL] for the non-magnetic operator. After that, we prove an estimate for N 0 (H a (V )), without the regularizing term. This time, the constant in the estimate may depend on the magnetic potential. Nevertheless, our result gives conditions ensuring niteness of the negative spectrum and is su cient to prove the large coupling constant asymptotics. Our main goal is to prove the following result. Theorem 1. Let a 2 L 2;loc (R 2 ), V 2 L 1;loc (R 2 ), and S r (V + ) < 1 for some r > 1. Then the operator A a ? V is well de ned as the form-sum, its negative spectrum is discrete, and the following inequality is satis ed:
The constant C r does not depend on a and on V .
Incidentally, we obtain one more statement, which is then used in the proof of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. Let 
The constant C(d; ) does not depend on a and on V . with the domain H 1 (Q) is closed in L 2 . Let A g;Q be the corresponding self-adjoint operator. For 2 0; 1], introduce the spaces H g; (Q) = Dom (A g;Q + I) 2 , with the norm kuk g; ;Q = k (A g;Q + I) 2 uk. Due to the assumption g 2 L 1 (Q), the space H g; (Q) coincides with the Sobolev space H (Q) up to equivalence of the norms.
Given a square Q, we call \x j -edges" its sides, parallel to the coordinate axis x j , j = 1; 2. Extend the eld g from Q to the whole of R 2 , in the following way. Let be the rectangle, obtained by the re ection of Q in each of its x 1 -edges. First we extend g to . Namely, we take the even extension of g 1 and the odd extension of g 2 through each of two x 1 -edges. Then we extend the resulting vector eld through both x 2 -edges of . This time, we take the odd extension of g 1 and the even extension of g 2 . The new eld, say g 0 , is de ned on the square Q 0 , concentric with Q and homothetic to it with the coe cient 3. We set g 0 = 0 outside Q 0 . Consider also a natural extension procedure for functions u 2 H 1 (Q). Given such a u, we rst take its even extension to through x 1 -edges of Q, and then the even extension of the resulting function to Q 0 through x 2 -edges of . The new function, say v, belongs to H 1 (Q 0 ) and, by our construction,
Then, x a cut-o function ', which equals 1 on Q and 0 in a vicinity of @Q 0 . Extend the product 'v outside Q 0 by zero and denote the resulting function by ?u. It is clear that the operator ? acts from H 1 (Q) to H 1 (R 2 ) and from L 2 (Q) to L 2 (R 2 ). By interpolation, it also acts from H (Q) to H (R 2 ) for any 0 < < 1.
We are interested in the properties of ? as an operator from H g; (Q) to H g 0 ; (R 2 ).
Lemma 3. Let g 2 L 1 (Q) be a vector eld with real components. Let the vector eld g 0 on R 2 and the extension operator ? be as above. 
It is well known that the semigroup Q 1 (t) is positivity preserving, that is Q 1 (t)f 0 a.e. on R d for any t > 0 and any nonnegative element f 2 L 2 . The same is true for the operators Q (t) with any 0 < < 1, which follows from BrKiRo], and can also be seen from the analytical expression for Q (t; x; y). Along with Q (t), consider the family of semigroups P a; (t) = e ?tA a , > 0. For 0 < 1 the semigroup P a; (t) is dominated by Q (t); this means that jP a; (t)fj Q (t)jfj a.e. on R d ; any t > 0 and any f 2 L 2 (R d ): For = 1 this is a classical fact, established in AHS]; see also S1]. For < 1, the domination property follows from BrKiRo].
Our proof of both Theorems 1 and 2 will be based upon RozSol, Theor.2.4]; see also Sec.2.3 there. Here we give the formulation for the particular case we need for our purposes in the present paper. We specially wish to stress here that in RozSol] we do not need the continuity assumption, appearing in the formulation below.
Proposition 4. Let A and B be nonnegative self-adjoint operators in L 2 (R d ).
Suppose that the semigroup e ?tB is positivity preserving and can be represented as an integral operator with the continuous kernel Q B (t; x; y), such that sup x2R d Q B (t; x; x) Kt ? ; > 1; K < 1:
Suppose also that the semigroup e ?tA is dominated by e ?tB . Then for any nonnegative V 2 L (R d ) the operator A ? V is well de ned as the form-sum, its negative spectrum is discrete, and
Now we are in a position to prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. The equality (6) shows that for B = (? ) the relation (7) is satis ed with = d 2 . For d 3, the value = 1 is admissible and we obtain from Proposition 4 the inequality (4) for any 2 (0; 1]. For d = 2, the value = 1 is not allowed by (6), (7), and we get the same inequality only for < 1: 
Theorem 1 will be derived from (9), but this requires some more preparations.
4. Proof of Theorem 1. It is convenient to reduce the problem to singular numbers estimates for a certain compact operator. This reduction is based upon the Birman { Schwinger principle. Below we give one of its many equivalent formulations (for the simplest case), see B1], or an exposition in BSol].
Proposition 5. Let K be a positive de nite self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space, and C be a nonnegative self-adjoint operator, form-bounded with respect to K. Then the following two assertions are equivalent.
1 . The operator C 1 2 K ? 1 2 is compact.
2 . For all t > 0 the operator K ? tC is well de ned as the form-sum and its negative spectrum is nite. Moreover, for all t > 0
Here n(s; T) stands for the singular numbers distrubution function of a compact operator T; further, singular numbers are de ned as square roots of the eigenvalues of the self-adjoint operator T T, see GoKr] . Now, let the electric potential V 0 be a function in L r (R 2 ), r > 1. The estimate (9) Combining (10) and (11) According to the variational principle, this implies s n (T g; ;Q;V ) C(?)s n (T g 0 ; ;V Q ) C 2 (r)n ? 2 kV k 1 2 L r (Q) ; = r ?1 :
The second inequality in (13) follows from (12); the constant C 2 (r) = C(?)C 1 (r)
is the same for all unit squares Q 2 R 2 .
Represent T g;1;Q;V as T g;1;Q;V = T g; ;Q;V (A g;Q + I) ? 1? 2 :
The second factor on the right-hand side can be treated as T g;1? ;Q;1 Q . Thus, the estimate (12) For n odd, setting here k 1 = k 2 = n+1 2 , we derive from (13) and (15): s n (T g;1;Q;V ) C 2 (r)C 2 (r 0 )n ? 1
Evidently, this inequality extends to all n 2 N (with a bigger constant factor).
Returning to the distribution functions, we get n(s; T g;1;Q;V ) C(r)s ?2 kV k L r (Q) :
Now, for a 2 L 1 the estimate (3) easily follows from (16). Indeed, one has Z R 2 (u; a) = X n2Z 2 Z Q n (u; a Q n ); g n = a Q n :
Therefore, by the Birman{Schwinger principle and \Neumann bracketing", N ?1 (A a ? V ) = N 0 (A a + I ? V ) = n(1; T a;1;V ) X n2Z 2 n(1; T g n ;1;Q n ;V ); (17) and we arrive at (3) applying (16) to each term of the last sum.
It remains to get rid of the assumption a 2 L 1 . Given an arbitrary a 2 L 2;loc , we can approximate it in L 2;loc by a sequence fa k g of bounded magnetic potentials. The corresponding magnetic Schr odinger operators converge in the strong resolvent sense; this result is basically due to Simon S2] , who proved it for positive potentials (in our notation, for V 0). In MRoz, Prop.2.5] the result was extended to the general case. This convergence and independence of the coe cient C r in (3) CqS r (V + ). In the usual way this estimate reduces the task of justifying the asymptotics to the case of bounded non-negative potential V , compactly supported in some square Q. Due to the variational principle (Dirichlet { Neumann bracketing), this problem, in its turn, reduces to the study of the spectrum of two operators, generated by the quadratic form The last term on the right-hand side of (19) is compact with respect to the rst one, since jaj 2 + U 2 L log(1 + L)(Q) (see, e.g., Sol] ). Relative compactness of the middle term follows from this via the inequality 2jabj "a 2 + " ?1 b 2 . Since relatively compact perturbations of the metric in the Hilbert space do not a ect the leading term in asymptotics, one can leave on the right-hand side of (19) only the rst term, and we are in the well-studied non-magnetic situation.
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In order to include more general background potentials and consider eigenvalues in gaps, we need some more estimates. 
Proof. Taking into account (10), we can rewrite (3) as jV 1 2 (A a + ) ? 1 2 j 2 CS r (V ). Since U 0, this yields jT 1 j 2 CS r (V ), thus establishing (20). Next, note that S r (V ) < 1 implies V 2 L 1 . We will derive from this that the operator T 2 belongs to the Hilbert { Schmidt class S 2 , which is a subset of 0 2 .
Indeed, it follows from the semigroup domination that (A a + U + ) ?1 is an integral operator with the kernel, dominated by that of (? + ) ?1 . The latter is K( One can give su cient analytical conditions on F guaranteeing the above formboundedness. For example, it su ces to require that R Q jFj r dx C for for some r > 1 and any unit square Q.
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Remark. Following Sa], one can relax the condition V 0 in Theorem 8. 6. A generalisation: the case of = 0. In this nal section we nd conditions under which the results of the previous parts, especially the large coupling constant asymptotics from Theorem 6, can be extended to the case = 0. As in BL], the conditions here are somewhat more restrictive than the ones for > 0.
We start with negative spectrum estimates for the operators A a + h(x)jxj ?2 ? V;
A a + h(x)(1 + jxj 2 ) ?1 ? V (24) with a slowly varying bounded function h(x) > 0. In contrast to the original operator A a ? V , for these operators the quantity N 0 can be e ectively estimated.
For h const, the estimate we give extends a result for the non-magnetic case obtained in BL] . To describe the estimate, consider the family of annuli j = fx 2 R 2 : e j?1 < jxj < e j g; j 2 Z and the disk = fx 2 R 2 : jxj < 1g. Given a number r > 1, we denotẽ Suppose that for some K, the ratio h(x)=h(y) is not greater than K when both x and y are in the same domain j ; j > 0 or in . Then the operator (24) is well de ned as the form-sum, its negative spectrum is nite, and N 0 A a + h(x) 1 + jxj 2 ? V KC 2 (r; M)S r (h ?1 V + ):
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The constant factorsC 1;2 (r; M) do not depend on a or on V . For a = 0 and h const, that is for the operator ? + cjxj ?2 ? V , this is essentially the result of Lemma 3.3 in BL]. We begin with a technical remark. The usage of the circular annuli j is not compulsory: one can start from an arbitrary bounded convex neighborhood X of the point 0 and any number q > 1. Such X and q being given, de ne the sets X j = q j X n q j?1 X and the norm c S r (f) = X j2Z Z X j jxj 2(r?1) jfj r dx !1 r (withS r modi ed in the same way). A simple geometric reasoning shows that all the norms of this type, corresponding to di erent choices of X and q, are mutually equivalent. For technical reasons, we make use of these norms, with X being the square fmax(jx 1 j; jx 2 j) < 1g and with q = 2: this makes it possible to employ the estimate (16) We shall give an appropriate estimate of its singular numbers, then the desired result will follow by (10). 
Denote byh j the minimal value of h in X j . Consider the term with j = 1 rst. Replacing in (27) (for j = 1) the term h(x)jxj ?2 juj 2 by juj 2 , we obtain a new (29) Finally, taking into account that the constant C 00 (r) is independent of the magnetic eld , we derive from (29) a similar estimate for n(s; b T j;a;V ) with any j 2 Z using scaling. Now, the theorem follows from (28). The proof of part (b) goes exactly in the same way, we only have to consider the square X separately.
Consider now the operator A ? V without the additional terms present in (23), (24). We suppose the magnetic potential to be nontrivial: the equation r' = ia' has no nontrivial solutions in H 1 loc (R 2 ). In other words, this means that the magnetic potential can not be gauged away. Note that for trivial magnetic potentials the problem reduces by gauging to the non-magnetic case, studied in BL] .
